
MICROFIBER 
TOWEL 

COLLECTION



Disposable-free cleaning is 
here! Our Microfiber Towel 
Collection is the perfect 
cleaning partner for all of 
your household messes. Our 
Microfiber towels have a 
specific weave and texture 
to help them perform their 
main function designated by 
embroidered symbol.

NAME AND  
SYMBOL FUNCTION DIMENSIONS

MICROFIBER DISH  
DRYING TOWELS The only towel you will need for virtually lint-free, dry dishes, containers 

and cookware. Use wet to clean and dry to wipe off excess water or liquid. 25.6 x 15.4"/65 x 39 cm

MICROFIBER  
DUST TOWELS Dust ceiling fans, overhead lighting fixtures, shelving and any other  

surfaces close to the ceiling. Also works well for home air filters and vents. 
One side has longer fibers for maximum dust pickup while the other side 
with shorter fibers is great for buffing and polishing.

14 x 12"/35.5 x 30.5 cm

MICROFIBER  
EYEGLASS TOWELS Satin weave is tightly woven, soft and smooth. Your go-to for the most 

delicate, clear-coat surfaces. Flawless sparkle for eyeglasses, sunglasses 
and electronic screens, without the use of cleaners.

8.4 x 5.7"/21.3 x 14.5 cm

MICROFIBER MOP TOWEL
One side for scrubbing (use wet), and one side for polishing any floor  
(use dry). 23.6 x 19.7"/60 x 50 cm

MICROFIBER  
MULTIPURPOSE TOWELS Your go-to for most household messes. Special weave allows for strong 

scrubbing, super absorbency, and polishing. Perfect for scrubbing greasy, 
stubborn residue found inside the microwave, dishwasher, and on the 
stovetop. Quickly absorbs spills. Use dry for polishing and wet for cleaning.

12.2 x 12"/31 x 30.5 cm

MICROFIBER  
SCRUB TOWEL Every kitchen needs a good “scrubbie” to get baked on or dried food 

particles off your containers. Use the smooth side for polishing, and the 
rough side to scrub. Dry scrubbing could scratch your Cookware  
or Ultra Pro. Make sure the scrub towel is wet to help avoid scratching.

6.6 x 6.5"/16.8 x 16.5 cm

MICROFIBER  
WINDOW TOWELS Honeycomb texture makes this towel excellent for washing glass and 

shiny surfaces without detergents. And, it minimizes streaking! Virtually 
lint-free, so you won’t see any streaks on your windows and/or mirrors. Can 
also be used wet to remove condensation from steamy bathroom mirrors.

16.4 x 16"/41.7 x 40.7 cm

What is Microfiber?
 • Microfiber is one of the softest, most durable man-made fabrics  
  available today. Developed in the late 1980’s, Microfiber uses a  
  high-tech process that “splits” fibers and finely weaves and loops  
  them together to create a fabric that can pick up almost all  
  foreign materials; trapping dust, dirt, and water within the  
  Microfiber fabric.
 • Microfiber is effective with or without using chemical cleaners  
  or water. Because Microfiber possesses a natural static charge,  
  it can be used dry to clean and dust almost any surface. 
 • Microfiber combines two different fibers: polyamide and  
  polyester. Polyamide has a high capacity to absorb water, fat  
  and residues. Polyester is capable of cleaning and polishing  
  with minimum residue.
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Features and Benefits
 • Each piece in the collection has a tag with the Tupperware  
  logo, so you can hang them up for drying. They also include  
  washing instruction and fabric composition.
 • Heavy duty stitching on the edges of each piece help  
  to prevent fraying for long-term use.
 • Microfiber is designed to be used either dry – to take  
  advantage of their electrostatic power – or wet (well wrung)  
  allowing you to avoid using harsh cleaning chemicals and  
  reducing cleaning time and waste. When dry, the fabric can  
  absorb up to 8 times as much water as cotton. When used  
  wet, the soft Microfiber cloth becomes a super scrubbing  
  and cleaning tool.
 • The Microfiber Towels are re-usable and can withstand over  
  500 washes. Their average lifetime is 2 years and can live  
  longer if you do not use detergents. This makes them  
  economical and a great choice for your environment  
  and the planet.
 • Microfiber is lint-free, guaranteeing a perfect high polish on  
  stainless steel and other shiny surfaces as well as perfectly  
  washed windows, glasses or the car.

Use and Care
 • Cleaning your product before first use is recommended.  
  During the first 2-3 washes, the color is likely to fade  
  onto other textiles washed together. Therefore, it is  
  advisable to wash the product separately or with similar  
  colors at least 3 times before initial use.
 • Wet, Wring, Wipe. These are the three simple tips for  
  using Microfiber Household Textiles. Microfiber is  
  designed to be used as dry as possible which reduces  
  cleaning time and waste. They can also be used with  
  water and with or without a little bit of cleaning product. 
 • For best results on glass and shiny surfaces including  
  stainless steel, very lightly spray the cloth or surface  
  to be cleaned with water or window cleaner and wash  
  away streaks, water spots, fingerprints and residue  
  with ease.
 • For dusting, no dust spray is necessary; simply wipe  
  the towel over the surface of your furniture, shelves,  
  and desktops and anywhere dust accumulates. 
 • For quick cleaning, spray a mist of water over the dirty  
  surface and wipe. The Microfiber towel will remove dust,  
  dirt, fingerprints and water spots. When using our  
  Microfiber Towels, it is always a good idea to wipe in one  
  single direction flipping the towel often. To unload dust  
  and dirt; rinse, wring and reuse.

 • Wash by hand or in a washing machine in cold water  
  with laundry detergent. Washing with hot water is  
  possible but might shorten the life span of your  
  microfiber cloth. For best results, put the towel in  
  a separate bag in your washing machine, so external  
  fibers will not stick to it.
 • Never use fabric softeners or dryer softening sheets.  
  Fabric softeners will stay in the fabric reducing  
  absorbent qualities.
 • Avoid drying in a dryer where possible or opt for a  
  low heat (synthetic program) setting on your dryer.  
  Drying with high heat may cause damage to the towel.
 • Do not use fabric chlorine or bleach. Chlorine will  
  accelerate the wear and tear of your microfiber cloth  
  and this will reduce its efficiency.
 • Do not iron.
 • To store, simply hang up the towels by the attached  
  tags. Can also be folded and stored in drawers or  
  containers (make sure towels are completely dry).

Tips
 • Most of the time, detergents are not necessary and  
  can be replaced. For example, white vinegar is  
  great for cleaning the floor. When cleaning, just  
  reduce the usual dosage of detergent or other  
  cleaning product to 50%.
 • The Microfiber Towels are not suitable for  
  use as an oven mitt; do not use them to  
  handle hot dishes.
 • Make sure the microfiber stays free of dirt particles  
  as dirt particles might mark sensitive surfaces.
 • Always make sure the Microfiber Towel is rinsed  
  well before, during and after the usage in order to  
  remove dirt that has been picked up.
 • Wash the Microfiber Towels regularly.
 • To catch dust more efficiently with your microfiber,  
  fold it in two and rub the sides against each other.  
  The movement will create more static attraction.
 • Place a microfiber towel on top of the Eco Water  
  Bottle Brush to completely dry the inside of  
  bottles, jars, or any narrow spaces
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